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Last Time

� The American founders operate in a tradition of 
18th century liberalism.

� In the liberal tradition, legitimacy comes from the 
consent of the governed.

� According to John Locke, a community creates a 
government to better protect its natural rights.

� i.e. life, liberty, and property

� The right of rebellion is retained



Protection from a Lion



For Today

� How to institutionalize consent and prevent anarchy?

� Through the law and an able executive.

� Does the law need limits?  Yes.

� Natural law

� Fundamental law� Fundamental law

� Reason

� And tradition

� What are the ends of government?

� Peace 

� Prosperity

� Preservation of liberty



The Ideal Summarized

� In the founders’ ideal America: authority is vested 
in the law, which is guided by reason and bound 
by the “natural law”, it protects traditional 
liberties, and derives from the consent of “the 
people”, who stand equal under the law.people”, who stand equal under the law.



For Today
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� Through the law and an able executive.
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� Natural law

� Fundamental law� Fundamental law
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� And tradition

� What are the ends of government?

� Peace 

� Prosperity

� Preservation of liberty



The Law our Master

� “They are free – yes – but not entirely free; for 
they have a master, and that master is Law, which 
they fear much more than your subjects fear you.”

-Demaratus describes the Spartans to Xerxes, King of Persia

� For as in absolute governments the King is law, 
so in free countries the law ought to be King; and 
there ought to be no other.

-Thomas Paine, Common Sense



Prometheus Bound
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English Liberties



A Conservative Revolution?

� Many Americans feared that a corrupt British 
government was endangering their liberties.

� For Americans, the Revolution was intended to 
protect and preserve traditional English liberties.

� i.e. protect and preserve things they already had.

� Summarized well by Justice Bradley in 1873.



For Today

� How to institutionalize consent and prevent anarchy?
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� Natural law
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For what is this government?

� “We the People of the United States, in Order to 
form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, 
insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the 
common defence, promote the general Welfare, 
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves 
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this 
Constitution for the United States of America.”

-Preamble of the United States Constitution



Thomas Paine

� Born 1737 in Norfolk 
County, England

� Died1809 in New York 
CityCity

� Common Sense published 
in 1776

� “the most incendiary and 
popular pamphlet of the 
entire revolutionary era”



Common Sense

� Massively Influential

� Before publication,  
about 1/3 of colonials 
supported the break 
from Great Britain, 1/3 
opposed, and 1/3 were opposed, and 1/3 were 
undecided.

� After publication, closer 
to 2/3 were in favor of 
Revolution.

� Went through 25 editions 
and sold ~500,000 copies 
in the first year.



Against Tradition & Emotion

� “a long habit of not thinking a thing wrong, gives 
it a superficial appearance of being right, and 
raises at first a formidable outcry in defense of 
custom.”

� “The prejudice of Englishmen, in favor of their 
own government by king, lords, and commons, 
arises as much or more from national pride than 
reason.”



Against Tradition & Emotion

� Disinterested reason should guide political action



Against Tradition & Emotion

� Disinterested reason should guide political action

� “In the following pages I offer nothing more 
than simple facts, plain arguments, and common 
sense...”sense...”
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Why Reason?

� Because it is believed to be:

� Impartial & unbiased

� Capable of reaching truth

� Comprehensible by anyone not blinded by passion � Comprehensible by anyone not blinded by passion 
or bias, regardless of social station (“common 
sense”)

� In other words, it is “public” and “democratic”.

� Thus, it is for Paine the source of just political 
authority.



On Kings

� What’s so bad about kings?

� Nature does not sanction division of men into 
Kings and Subjects.  It is only customary.

Thus, kingship is purely a human creation, no Thus, kingship is purely a human creation, no 
more inherently valid or necessary than any 
other.



On Kings

� Hereditary succession is both unjust and 
impractical
� Gives “an ass in place of a lion” for future generations 

(bad successors)

� Causes kings to think of themselves as a race apart, � Causes kings to think of themselves as a race apart, 
corrupts them

� Puts the throne in hands of child or a (likely corrupt) 
regent

� Instead of protecting against civil wars, HS promotes 
them.  Would-be rulers can only come to power by force



Why Independence?

� Because, Paine claims:

� England is violently oppressive, exploiting 
America for the good of England

� England is too far away to govern America 
effectively, even if it wanted to.

� Being a part of the British Empire will inevitably 
involve America in unnecessary imperial conflicts.



The Power of Reason

� Paine’s “reason” is persuasive.

� But to what end?

� For what is this government?



Common Sense

� “Society is produced by our wants, and 
government by our wickedness;”

� The true end of government is security, i.e. the 
protection of life.



Compare Federalist #51

� “But what is government itself, but the greatest 
of all reflections on human nature? If men were 
angels, no government would be necessary. If 
angels were to govern men, neither external nor 
internal controls on government would be internal controls on government would be 
necessary. In framing a government which is to 
be administered by men over men, the great 
difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the 
government to control the governed; and in the 
next place oblige it to control itself.”

-James Madison



Common Sense

� What is the basis of just government?

� Paine quotes Dragonetti: “The science of the 
politician consists in fixing the true point of 
happiness and freedom. Those men would 
deserve the gratitude of ages, who should 
discover a mode of government that contained 
the greatest sum of individual happiness, with the 
least national expense.”



Common Sense

� What is the purpose of just government?

� To Preserve:

� Peace

� Prosperity� Prosperity

� Liberty



Common Sense

� How does Paine propose to achieve this?

� Commerce

� Limited Government

� Religious toleration� Religious toleration

� Rule of Law

� American Unity
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Common Sense

� Commerce:

� “Our plan is commerce, and that, well attended 
to, will secure us the peace and friendship of all 
Europe; because it is the interest of all Europe to 
have America a free port. Her trade will always 
be a protection, and her barrenness of gold and 
silver secure her from invaders.”



Common Sense
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Common Sense

� Limited Government

� Government will be local with a weak central 
authority. 

� Each colony equally represented

� Each colony retains sovereignty

� Weak executive (needs 60% congressional approval 
to pass laws)

� Continental Charter, guaranteeing political freedom, 
property, freedom of religion
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Common Sense

� Religious toleration

� “As to religion, I hold it to be the indispensable duty 
of all government, to protect all conscientious 
professors thereof, and I know of no other business 
which government hath to do therewith…  Were we which government hath to do therewith…  Were we 
all of one way of thinking, our religious dispositions 
would want matter for probation; and on this liberal 
principle, I look on the various denominations among 
us, to be like children of the same family”



Common Sense

� How does Paine propose to achieve this?

� Commerce

� Limited Government
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Common Sense

� Rule of Law

� “Let a day be solemnly set apart for proclaiming 
the charter; let it be brought forth placed on the 
divine law, the word of God; let a crown be placed 
thereon, by which the world may know, that so 
far as we approve of monarchy, that in America 
thereon, by which the world may know, that so 
far as we approve of monarchy, that in America 
THE LAW IS KING. For as in absolute 
governments the King is law, so in free countries 
the law ought to be King; and there ought to be 
no other....A government of our own is our 
natural right.”



Common Sense

� How does Paine propose to achieve this?

� Commerce

� Limited Government

� Religious toleration� Religious toleration

� Rule of Law

� American Unity



Common Sense

� American Unity

� “Let the names of Whig and Tory be extinct; and 
let none other be heard among us, than those of a 
good citizen, an open and resolute friend, and a 
virtuous supporter of the RIGHTS of 
MANKIND and of the FREE AND 
INDEPENDENT STATES OF AMERICA.”



Common Sense

� American Unity

� “Let the names of Whig and Tory be extinct; and 
let none other be heard among us, than those of a 
good citizen, an open and resolute friend, and a 
virtuous supporter of the RIGHTS of 
MANKIND and of the FREE AND 
INDEPENDENT STATES OF AMERICA.”

� But remember Hobbes.  How shall unity be secured?



Perpetual Union

� Problem: The limits on the central government 
have made it weak.

� Could not enforce requests for funding

� Had no draft powers, could not compel states to Had no draft powers, could not compel states to 
comply w/requests for troops.

� Often was unable to pay soldiers, much less fulfill 
promise of life pensions to them.



Perpetual Union

� Recognition of these problems led to the first 
major political factionalization of the newly 
independent United States

� Federalists: want fundamental reform of the 
structure of gov’t, creating a far stronger central structure of gov’t, creating a far stronger central 
government

� Anti-federalists: believe that this would infringe 
on freedoms of the states, and thus of the 
individuals that they represent.



Perpetual Union

� For the first time, the question becomes pressing, 
“What is the United States of America?”



A Revolution Divided

� Points of conflict

� What is America?

� One people or many?

� Both agree that ultimate source of political � Both agree that ultimate source of political 
authority lies in the people, but is that authority 
expressed in their laws or in their voices?



A Revolution Divided

� Points of conflict

� What should be the nature and the power of 
American political institutions?

� Where should political power be located?

� How strong should the Union be?



Federalist and Anti-Federalist

� Basic points of disagreement:

� Are people fundamentally good or fundamentally 
bad?

� What makes them good or bad?

� Which is the greater and more immediate threat, 
anarchy or despotism?

� Is the United States one people or many?



Federalist and Anti-Federalist

� Basic points of agreement

� Our opponents are blinded by interest and passion

� Fed #1: Opponents blinded by “perverted ambition”, 
“passions and prejudices little favorable to the 
discovery of truth”discovery of truth”

� AF #1: “the deceptive mists cast before the eyes of 
the people by the delusive machinations of its 
INTERESTED advocates begins to dissipate”



The Federalists

� People are fundamentally bad

� Anarchy is the most pressing threat

� The United States is a single nation of people



The Anti-Federalists

� People are fundamentally good

� The most pressing danger is despotism

� The United States is a union of sovereign 
republicsrepublics



The Federalist Papers

� 1787-88

� Authorship:

� Usually credited as follows:

� Alexander Hamilton: #1, 6–9, 11–13, 15–17, 21–� Alexander Hamilton: #1, 6–9, 11–13, 15–17, 21–
36, 59–61, and 65–85

� James Madison: #10, 14, 37–58 and 62–63

� John Jay: #2–5 and 64



The Federalists

� People are fundamentally bad

� Fed. #10: “The latent causes of faction are thus 
sown in the nature of man; and we see them 
everywhere brought into different degrees of 
activity, according to the different circumstances activity, according to the different circumstances 
of civil society.”

� Fed. #6: “men are ambitious, vindictive, and 
rapacious.”



The Federalists

� Anarchy and civil war are the most pressing 
threats

� Fed. #10: Due to the increased freedom found in 
republics, they are particularly prone to faction.

� Fed. #6: “if these States should either be wholly 
disunited, or only united in partial confederacies, 
the subdivisions into which they might be thrown 
would have frequent and violent contests with 
each other.”



The Federalists

� The United States is one, national people

� Fed. #14: "Shut your hearts against the poison 
which it conveys; the kindred blood which flows in 
the veins of American citizens, the mingled blood 
which they have shed in defense of their sacred which they have shed in defense of their sacred 
rights, consecrate their Union, and excite horror 
at the idea of their becoming aliens, rivals, 
enemies."



The Federalist Papers

� The problem with factions

� Fed. #10

� Republics are prone to factionalization

� Factions: groups within the republic united by 
interest or passioninterest or passion

� "There are two methods of curing the mischiefs of 
faction: the one, by removing its causes; the other, 
by controlling its effects”

� But: “The latent causes of faction are thus sown in the 
nature of man”



The Federalist Papers

� The problem with factions

� Fed #10: “The inference to which we are brought 
is, that the causes of faction cannot be removed, 
and that relief is only to be sought in the means 
of controlling its effects.”



The Federalist Papers

� The problem with factions

� Fed #10 “If a faction consists of less than a 
majority, relief is supplied by the republican 
principle, which enables the majority to defeat its 
sinister views by regular vote. It may clog the sinister views by regular vote. It may clog the 
administration, it may convulse the society; but it 
will be unable to execute and mask its violence 
under the forms of the Constitution.”



The Federalist Papers

� The problem with factions

� Fed #10: “When a majority is included in a 
faction, the form of popular government, on the 
other hand, enables it to sacrifice to its ruling 
passion or interest both the public good and the 
rights of other citizens.”



The Federalist Papers

� Solution:

� Separation of powers

� Legislature

� Executive

� Judiciary

� Checks & balances

� By setting factions & branches of gov’t against 
each other, none will be able to dominate

� Protection of minority groups



The Federalist Papers

� Solutions

� Fed #51: Division of power "where the constant 
aim is to divide and arrange the several offices in 
such a manner as that each may be a check on the 
other that the private interest of every individual 
may be a sentinel over the public rights."



Federalist Papers

� Solutions

� Fed #51: “Ambition must be made to counteract 
ambition. The interest of the man must be connected 
with the constitutional rights of the place. It may be a 
reflection on human nature, that such devices should reflection on human nature, that such devices should 
be necessary to control the abuses of government. 
But what is government itself, but the greatest of all 
reflections on human nature? If men were angels, no 
government would be necessary.”



Federalist Papers

� Solution:

� Separation of powers

� Legislature

� Executive

� Judiciary

� Checks & balances

� By setting factions & branches of gov’t against 
each other, none will be able to dominate

� Protection of minority groups



The Declaration of Independence, July 4th,1776

� “We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these 
are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness—That to 
secure these Rights, Governments are instituted among secure these Rights, Governments are instituted among 
Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the 
Governed, that whenever any Form of Government 
becomes destructive of these Ends, it is the Right of the 
People to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new 
Government, laying its Foundation on such Principles, 
and organizing its Powers in such Form, as to them shall 
seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.” 



The United States Constitution, 1787

� Article I, Section 2:

� Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned 
among the several States which may be included within 
this Union, according to their respective Numbers, which 
shall be determined by adding to the whole Number of shall be determined by adding to the whole Number of 
free Persons, including those bound to Service for a Term 
of Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of 
all other Persons. The actual Enumeration shall be made 
within three Years after the first Meeting of the Congress 
of the United States, and within every subsequent Term 
of ten Years, in such Manner as they shall by Law direct. 



American Political Phenomena

� White adult male suffrage (democracy)

� Federalism (center and periphery)

� Judicial Review (constitutionalism)

� Persistence of chattel slavery (dominance)� Persistence of chattel slavery (dominance)



The End (for now)


